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Abstract—Consumer depth cameras such as Kinect are
gaining huge popularity due to their potential to real-time
3D surface reconstruction. The creation of tractable 3D ob-
ject models from the reconstructed surface model, however,
requires further processings for segmentation, mesh/texture
generation, and skeletal rigging. Providing solutions for all
these issues, this paper formulate a comprehensive framework
for generating animatable 3D models of real-world objects
using only a single depth camera, with no needs of any generic
models and specific viewers. The proposed system enables
easy creation of 3D models even for non-experts within a
few minutes. As demonstrated in the experimental results,
our system generates visually realistic 3D models and their
plausible animations.

Keywords-Kinect, 3D modeling, animation, surface recon-
struction, texture generation

I. INTRODUCTION

Consumer depth cameras such as MS Kinect and ASUS
Xtion are receiving great interest due to their potentials in
real-time pose recognition [1], dense surface reconstruction
[2], and their applications to augmented reality [3] to list a
few.

One of the most promising achievements of above is
live surface reconstruction such as KinectFusion [2] whose

reconstruction quality is comparable to that of high-end 3D
scanners. The KinectFusion addresses the problem of recov-
ering the surface geometry of scanned objects and scenes in
real-time. However, the creation of animatable 3D object
models with a pair of triangular mesh and texture image is
another challenging problem important to augmented and
virtual reality applications. In this paper we focus on a
practical and comprehensive framework to construct such
3D models of real-world objects by integrating most suitable
state-of-the-art algorithms upon the KinectFusion.

Our framework consists of two main flows: triangular
mesh generation from a sequence of point clouds and texture
image generation from a sequence of color images with
their estimated camera poses. Skeletal rigging is performed
optionally for skinned animation with motion data. A similar
framework has been proposed for texture reconstruction
from a set of range data and multi-view images in [4]
where image-based registration is more focused for seamless
texture image generation.

The contribution of our work is that we generalize a fully
automatic framework for constructing reusable 3D models
in common 3D file format from the raw point clouds and
color images. All the processes are performed without user
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Figure 2. Overall system workflow.

interaction except for scanning the target object with the
depth camera so that non-expert users or even children
can easily produce high-quality 3D models. To our best
knowledge, this systematic framework using Kinect-style
depth cameras has not been sufficiently addressed before
in the literature. Figure 1 demonstrates the final results of
everyday objects and even human bodies using our system.

II. OVERALL SYSTEM WORKFLOW

Figure 2 depicts the overall workflow of the proposed sys-
tem, which is composed of six independent components: tar-
get object segmentation from the input point clouds, implicit
surface reconstruction by accumulating point clouds that
belong to the target object, explicit surface reconstruction
by producing a triangular mesh from the implicit surface, uv
map generation by parameterization of the triangular mesh,
texture image generation by projection of the target regions
from the input images on the uv map, and finally skeletal
rigging by fitting a human skeleton with skinning weights
for animation.

We assume that the input point clouds are acquired by a
Kinect-style depth camera and the depth and color cameras
are calibrated and registered beforehand. The next section
provides more technical details of each component.

III. 3D MODEL CREATION AND ANIMATION

A. Object Segmentation

Assuming that the target object is placed on the planar
area, we segment an object on a dominant plane around
the center of the camera view. Multiple plane candidates
are detected using the quick shift algorithm [5] from the
normal image where each pixel represents the normal vector
of the corresponding point. Similar candidates are grouped
together to select the dominant plane by using the mean shift

clustering method [6]. The object-centered coordinates are
then determined from the center position and normal vector
of the dominant plane.

B. Implicit Surface Reconstruction

For the sake of surface reconstruction from raw point
clouds from a depth camera we employ the KinectFusion
presented in [2][3]. The KinectFusion system takes live
depth data from a moving depth camera and creates high-
quality 3D dense surface models of objects and scenes in
real-time. It consists of the four main stages. First, the live
depth map is converted from image coordinates into 3D
points and normals in the camera coordinate space. Second,
in the tracking phase a rigid 6 degrees-of-freedom (DOF)
transformation is computed to closely align the current ori-
ented points with those of the previous frames using a GPU
implementation of the iterative closest point (ICP) algorithm.
The relative transformations computed at successive frames
are incrementally combined to a single transformation that
defines the global pose of the Kinect camera. Third, in the
mapping phase a volumetric implicit surface representation
based on truncated signed distance functions (TSDFs) is
used for integrating surface information from point clouds
with their normals. Each voxel stores a running average of
its distance to the assumed position of a physical surface.
Fourth, the intermediate volume is converted to a depth and
normal map for model to frame registration in the next
iteration.

C. Explicit Surface Reconstruction

In order to reconstruct a water-tight mesh model from the
volumetric surface with TSDFs, we apply Poisson surface
reconstruction algorithm in [7]. For given sample points with
normal vectors computed at each voxel, the 3D surface is
reconstructed in the manner of binary indicator function. The
reconstruction is formulated as a Poisson equation which
describes the mathematical fact that gradient of indicator
function fits to the sampled surface normal field. The for-
mulation involves locally basis smoothing functions such as
Gaussian filter. Thus, it allows to efficiently remove data
noise and approximate surfaces in the region on lacking
sample points. Also, the locally supported functions lead
to a well-conditioned sparse linear system, which enables
to handle scalable 3D data accumulated from the depth
camera. The isosurface resulting from the indicator function
can be extracted using some conventional approaches such
as marching cube method. The water-tight mesh model is
essentially required for later skeletal rigging.

D. UV Map Generation

In most cases of multi-view surface reconstruction where
the color images are simultaneously captured, the input color
images are intactly used for texture rendering by projecting
each triangle on the color image. Such scenario necessitates
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specific viewers that load all the input images or selected
key-frame images. For the consideration of the use of general
3D application we build a single uv map by partitioning the
triangular surface mesh into several charts on the 2D image,
based on least squares conformal maps [8]. It minimizes
angle deformations and non-uniform scaling over the entire
mesh, guaranteeing a unique solution. The boundaries of the
charts after uv map generation are stitched again to preserve
the water-tight integrity.

E. Texture Image Generation

Once we have the uv coordinates of each triangle of the
surface mesh, each input color image can be converted to
a texture image by projecting each triangle onto the color
image plane with known camera pose and mapping these
triangular image patches onto the uv map. For memory
and performance issues, key-frames are selected only when
significant camera movement is detected during scanning
instead of storing all the image frames.

Since each texture image contains only the visible regions
from the viewpoint of the camera at the acquisition instant,
the texture images need to be combined to generate a single
texture image for the model. A simple method of weighted
averages of visible fragments is fast and straightforward, but
susceptible to the blurring and ghosting artifacts due to the
small geometric misalignment. A recent method using image
stitching [9] produces high-quality textures. This method,
however, requires a time-consuming optimization for re-
alignment of each fragment with neighborhood smoothness
constraints. Considering the trade-off between time effi-
ciency and image quality, we utilize a median filtering with
the visible parts for each pixel on the uv maps. It takes only
a few seconds to generate a sharper texture image than that
of weighted averaging.

After finishing this step, we now have a 3D model with a
triangular mesh and its texture image applicable to general
3D applications. The next section introduces an optional for
character animation.

F. Skeletal Rigging

Animating a 3D model requires the rigging process that
embeds the skeleton inside the surface and defines the
surface deformation according to the input skeletal motion.
To make easy accessible to non-expert users we utilize an
automatic rigging method introduced in [10]. This method
builds a compact graph by packing spheres centered at the
medial points. The predefined skeleton, humanoid skeleton
here, is then embedded into the graph by minimizing a
penalty function empirically learned from a training set. The
bone weights for the linear blend skinning (LBS), which
determines the vertex position from the weighted linear
combination of nearby bone positions while moving, are
then computed by finding heat equilibrium over the surface.
The heat is transferred from the nearest bone.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We used a ASUS Xtion Pro Live whose specification is
almost as same as MS Kinect and a motorized turntable
for stable tracking of the target object. Four objects, toy
dinosaur, Toy Story Buzz, and two human bodies, and one
desk scene were modeled in this experiment. The voxel sizes
were set to 3 mm for the objects and 6 mm for the scene. The
texture image size was set to 1280 by 1280. As demonstrated
in Figure 3, the generated models are visually realistic and
capture fine-scale geometric details, for example, the thumb,
physically less than 5 mm, of the Buzz model in the first
row and wrinkles of the person models in the third and
forth rows. Notice that the stripe pattern of the shirt in the
fourth row is clearly visible. A slight surface distortion is,
however, observed in the left arm of the person model in
the fourth row. Unlike the first two static objects, local body
motion while scanning leaded to the mismatch between the
previously and newly accumulated surface models.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK

We demonstrate that the proposed framework is capable
of creating visually pleasing 3D animatable models from
real-world objects with a minimal user interaction and very
suitable for Kinect-style consumer depth cameras. There are
numerous possibilities based upon the proposed framework
to increase its texture and surface qualities because our
framework generalizes the 3D modeling workflow with
substantive components.

In this context our further work includes enhancement
of the quality of the texture image using super-resolution
algorithms and surface reconstruction of dynamic object
with nearly rigid deformation.
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(a)Textured model (b)Surface model (c)Texture image

Figure 3. Generated 3D models by the proposed system.
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